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Polyset Plastics Pvt. Ltd. is a leading manufacturer of Injection Moulded Plastic Products for 
various Consumer and Industrial Segments. Polyset was established in the year 1969, and 
with constant growth has turned into one of the largest manufacturers of Plastic Moulded 
Housewares and Furniture with state-of-art manufacturing facilities at Daman and Talasari. 

We make high quality, affordable products which are unrivaled in style and performance. 
We strive to maintain excellence in every aspect of our work, from raw material selection 
to product design and production. We are an ISO 9001: 2015 certified company and all our 
products pass through stringent quality checks to ensure maximum customer satisfaction. 

This includes products for Indian Railways and Indian Defense.

We want to do our bit to save the planet. We try to do this by providing sustainable, high 
quality and affordable alternatives to single use plastic products. We are committed to 
reducing our carbon footprint and in the process of making our factories solar powered. Our 
mission is to make our sustainable products available in India and all over the world, catering 

to the needs of every household. 

ABOUT US
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MAGIC SEAL
The high end quality and attractive Modular design is like a boon in today’s kitchenette. These Modular Containers are available 
in multiple heights, size and shape options so as to store various quantities of food items and yet utilize maximum shelf space, 
giving your kitchen a modern and stylish look . These stackable, smart, convenient and polished window containers allow you to 
see contents and check quantities. 

Air TightBPA Free Leak ProofDishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

OIL CANISTER [1000 ml]

OIL CANISTER [810 ml]

SIZE: 90x90x288 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 90x90x230 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

MAGIC SEAL
The high end quality and attractive Modular design is a boon in today’s kitchenette. These Modular Containers are available in 
multiple heights, size and shape to store various quantities of food items and yet utilize maximum shelf space, giving your kitchen 
a modern and stylish look. These stackable, smart, convenient and polished window containers allow you to see contents and 
check quantities. 

Air TightBPA Free Leak ProofDishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

MAGIC SEAL SQUARE [5500 ml]

MAGIC SEAL OVAL [2300 ml]

MAGIC SEAL OVAL [1100 ml]

MAGIC SEAL OVAL [1700 ml]

MAGIC SEAL OVAL [500 ml]

MAGIC SEAL SQUARE [2600 ml]

MAGIC SEAL SQUARE [4000 ml]

MAGIC SEAL SQUARE [1200 ml]

SIZE: 190x190x230 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 185x95x230 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 185x95x115 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 185x95x170 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 185x95x60 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 190x190x115 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 190x190x170 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 190x190x60 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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MAGIC SEAL
Compact and lightweight, these high-quality magic seal containers are great for taking lunch to office and school. The size of 
these container makes it easy to carry around in your backpack. It has  air-tight and leak proof lids, which prevents leakage and 
spillage.  They are freezer and dishwasher safe, making them ideal for daily use.

Air TightBPA Free Leak ProofDishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

MAGIC SEAL RECTANGLE [600 ml]

MAGIC SEAL ROUND [450 ml]

MAGIC SEAL ROUND [210 ml] MAGIC SEAL ROUND [200 ml]

MAGIC SEAL RECTANGLE [430 ml]

MAGIC SEAL ROUND [300 ml]

MAGIC SEAL ROUND [100 ml]

SIZE: 130x117x58 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 116x116x81 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 101x101x50 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 116x116x38 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 138x128x39 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 116x116x53 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 75x75x50 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MAGIC SEAL TUMBLER [350 ml]
SIZE: 75x75x150 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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LOCK IT

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

These durable and long-lasting container feature a stackable design and are 100% BPA-free. It is ideal for packing snacks 
and lunch as it's made from food-grade material. It is freezer and microwave safe so you can carry it to office or school. It is 
dishwasher safe, making it an ideal choice for daily use. What’s more, it comes with an airtight locking lid, which helps retain the 
freshness of food for a longer time.

LOCK IT RECTANGLE [500 ml]

LOCK IT RECTANGLE [175 ml]

LOCK IT RECTANGLE [1000 ml]

LOCK IT RECTANGLE [400 ml]

LOCK IT SQUARE [950 ml] LOCK IT SQUARE [425 ml]

SIZE: 178x117x56 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 121x88x40 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 178x117x80 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 179x117x47 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 115x115x142 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 115x115x72 mm
MATERIAL: PP

LOCK IT ROUND [600 ml]
SIZE: 122x122x105 mm
MATERIAL: PP

LOCK IT ROUND [300 ml]
SIZE: 122x122x57 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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SUPER LOCKED

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

Made from high quality plastic, this premium-quality food storage container is perfect for daily use in home and kitchen. While 
the container is made from food-grade material and is BPA-free, the airtight lid ensures that food items remain fresh for a 
longer period. This well-designed container is a great choice for storing grains, flour, and dry snacks and taking lunch to school 
and office . It is also a 100% leak-proof and available in different sizes , which makes it a versatile product.

Leak Proof

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [3780 ml]

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [1790 ml]

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [1600 ml]

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [2550 ml]

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [1690 ml]

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [1270 ml]

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [920 ml] SUPER LOCKED RECT. [900 ml]

SIZE: 208x164x161 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 210x165x80 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 158x116x138 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 185x143x150 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 227x188x60 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 210x165x60 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 182x139x60 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 135x93x128 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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SUPER LOCKED RECT. [300 ml]

SUPER LOCKED SQUARE [850 ml]

SUPER LOCKED SQUARE [1340 ml]

SUPER LOCKED SQUARE [490 ml]

SUPER LOCKED ROUND [890 ml] SUPER LOCKED ROUND [600 ml]

SIZE: 135x93x49 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 155x155x67 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 155x155x92 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 122x122x66 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 138x138x93 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 87x87x184 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER LOCKED ROUND [570 ml]

SUPER LOCKED ROUND [290 ml]

SUPER LOCKED ROUND [300 ml]

SUPER LOCKED ROUND [130 ml]

SIZE: 138x138x64 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 110x110x56 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 87x87x90 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 87x87x45 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER LOCKED RECT. [625 ml] SUPER LOCKED RECT. [600 ml]
SIZE: 158x116x59 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 135x93x90 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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TIC TAC

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer Safe

These Spice Shakers are ideal for storing and dispensing spices and seasonings. These shakers are available in two convenient 
capacities and are modular and easily stackable. This lets you arrange your spice rack to maximize storage and keep your kitchen 
organized and spotless. You can use these shakers to store salt, pepper, chilli flakes, oregano, cinnamon etc. The containers are 
clear and air tight which allows you to see the seasonings along with keeping them fresh. The shakers have two tabs, one with 
smaller holes for easy dispensing and another larger one for refilling.

TIC TAC BIG [300 ml]

TIC TAC SMALL [130 ml]

SIZE: 100x44x119 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 100x44x60 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Food Grade
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TWISTY

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items. Dry fruits, sweets, snacks, masalas, grains 
and flour! The air tight lids further add to their utility as containers for tea, coffee, sugar and so on. Easy to clean, long- lasting 
and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes and colors to perfectly fit your need. When not in use, 
these versatile containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

TWISTY [500 ml]
SIZE: 91x91x101 mm
MATERIAL: PP

TWISTY [300 ml]
SIZE: 91x91x62 mm
MATERIAL: PP

TWISTY [2010 ml]

TWISTY [1475 ml]

TWISTY [740 ml]

TWISTY [1625 ml]

TWISTY [1050 ml]

SIZE: 126x126x191 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 114x114x178 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 91x91x154 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 126x126x149 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 114x114x130 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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RINGO

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items. Dry fruits, sweets, snacks, masalas, grains 
and flour! The air tight lids further add to their utility as containers for tea, coffee, sugar and so on. Easy to clean, long- lasting 
and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes and colors to perfectly fit your need. When not in use, 
these versatile containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

RINGO [300 ml]
SIZE: 90x90x69 mm
MATERIAL: PP

RINGO [2010 ml] RINGO [1475 ml]

RINGO [740 ml]

RINGO [1625 ml]

RINGO [1050 ml] RINGO [500 ml]

SIZE: 127x127x202 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 114x114x189 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 90x90x129 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 128x128x162 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 112x112x140 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 92x92x109 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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OPAL

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items. Dry fruits, sweets, snacks, masalas, grains 
and flour! The air tight lids further add to their utility as containers for tea, coffee, sugar and so on. Easy to clean, long- lasting 
and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes and colors to perfectly fit your need. When not in use, 
these versatile containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

OPAL [2010 ml]

OPAL [1475 ml]

OPAL [740 ml]

OPAL [1625 ml]

OPAL [1050 ml]

SIZE: 127x127x192 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 114x114x179 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 91x91x154 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 126x126x151 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 114x114x130 mm
MATERIAL: PP

OPAL [500 ml]
SIZE: 91x91x102 mm
MATERIAL: PP

OPAL [300 ml]
SIZE: 91x91x63 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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FROST

Air TightBPA Free Freezer Safe Food GradeReusable Plastic Non-Toxic

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items. Dry fruits, sweets, snacks, masalas, grains 
and flour! The air tight lids further add to their utility as containers for tea, coffee, sugar and so on. Easy to clean, long- lasting 
and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes to perfectly fit your need. When not in use ,these versatile 
containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

FROST [2000 ml]

FROST [1200 ml]

FROST [300 ml]

FROST [1500 ml]

FROST [650 ml]

FROST [850 ml]

SIZE: 131x131x170 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 108x108x149 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 70x70x88 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 108x108x180 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 89x89x115 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 89x89x144 mm
MATERIAL: PET
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SPICE

Air Tight Reusable Plastic Non-ToxicBPA Free Freezer Safe Food Grade

These multipurpose containers can be used to store cookies, snacks, food grains, and dry fruits which will make the kitchen 
counter and pantry look more organized. The round shape containers are suitable for modular kitchen drawers. They are 
transparent which helps to identify inside contents easily. They are leakproof, airtight, BPA free, food grade, refrigerator safe, 
and very convenient to use.

SPICE [2000 ml]

SPICE [1200 ml]

SPICE [300 ml]

SPICE [1500 ml]

SPICE [650 ml]

SPICE [850 ml]

SIZE: 131x131x173 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 108x108x151 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 70x70x93 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 108x108x182 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 89x89x118 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 89x89x145 mm
MATERIAL: PET
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CORAL

Air TightBPA Free Freezer Safe Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household items. Dry Fruits, sweets, snacks, masalas, grains and 
flour! The air tight lids further add to their utility as containers for tea, coffee, sugar and so on. Easy to clean, long- lasting and 
attractive, these containers are availble in several different sizes to perfectly fit your need. When not in use , these versatile 
containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

Reusable Plastic Non-Toxic
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CORAL [2500 ml] CORAL [2000 ml]

CORAL [1200 ml]

CORAL [650 ml]

CORAL [300 ml]

CORAL [1500 ml]

CORAL [850 ml]

CORAL [400 ml]

SIZE: 130x130x193 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 130x130x170 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 108x108x150 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 88x88x115 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 70x70x88 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 108x108x179 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 88x88x144 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 70x70x117 mm
MATERIAL: PET

CORAL [200 ml]
SIZE: 55x55x82 mm
MATERIAL: PET
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CREST

Air Tight Reusable Plastic Non-ToxicBPA Free Freezer Safe Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items. Dry fruits, sweets, snacks, masalas, grains 
and flour! The air tight lids further add to their utility as containers for tea, coffee, sugar and so on. Easy to clean, long- lasting 
and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes to perfectly fit your need. When not in use ,these versatile 
containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

CREST [2500 ml]

CREST [1200 ml]

CREST [400 ml]

CREST [850 ml]

CREST [650 ml]

CREST [300 ml] CREST [200 ml]

SIZE: 132x132x200 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 109x109x160 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 72x72x126 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 90x90x151 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 90x90x122 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 71x71x96 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 57x57x88 mm
MATERIAL: PET

CREST [1500 ml]
SIZE: 109x109x192 mm
MATERIAL: PET
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STAR PYRAMID

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items, especially grains and flour! The air tight 
lids further adds to their utility, and helps maintain the natural fragrance and freshness of its contents. Easy to clean, long- 
lasting and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes to perfectly fit your needs. When not in use , these 
versatile containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

Non-Toxic

STAR PYRAMID [10]

STAR PYRAMID [5]

STAR PYRAMID [7]

SIZE: 246x246x276 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 199x199x221 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 221x221x246 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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STAR TULIP

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items, especially grains and flour! The air tight 
lids further adds to their utility, and helps maintain the natural fragrance and freshness of its contents. Easy to clean, long- 
lasting and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes to perfectly fit your needs. When not in use , these 
versatile containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

Non-Toxic

STAR TULIP [15]

STAR TULIP [7]

STAR TULIP [10]

STAR TULIP [5]

SIZE: 298x284x315 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 221x221x246 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 246x246x276 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 199x199x221 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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STELLA

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items, especially grains and flour! The air tight 
lids further adds to their utility,   the natural fragrance and freshness of its contents. Easy to clean, long- lasting and attractive, 
these containers are available in several different sizes to perfectly fit your needs. When not in use , these versatile containers 
can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

Non-Toxic

STELLA [12]

STELLA [6]

STELLA [9]

SIZE: 236x236x273 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 189x189x226 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 213x213x248 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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GALAXY

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Food Grade

These Polyset Containers are sturdily built to hold a variety of household food items, especially grains and flour! The air tight 
lids further adds to their utility, and helps maintain the natural fragrance and freshness of its contents. Easy to clean, long- 
lasting and attractive, these containers are available in several different sizes to perfectly fit your needs. When not in use , these 
versatile containers can be placed one inside the other to save space and for easy storage. 

Non-Toxic

GALAXY [15]

GALAXY [55]

GALAXY [60]

GALAXY [20]

GALAXY [57]

SIZE: 298x284x315 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 209x201x76 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 273x260x113 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 332x326x360 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 236x231x101 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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TITAN

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Food Grade

Crafted from durable material, these Titan storage containers are an excellent item for home and kitchen use. These airtight 
containers are ideal for storing grains, snacks, clothes and toys. They are also available in different sizes. These storage 
containers are transparent & lightweight and can be used to store multiple Products.

Non-Toxic

TITAN STORAGE BOX [24 L]

TITAN STORAGE BOX [16 L]

SIZE: 410x296x275 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 410x296x186 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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SUPER SEAL

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer SafeMicrowave
Safe

Food Grade

If you are searching for an everyday container that is freezer-safe and helps you keep food fresh for hours, then this super seal 
container is an ideal choice. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, this nestable container is designed to save space and is built 
from food-grade material. It is BPA-free, which makes it microwave-safe without the lid. It is also airtight, so you can pack snacks 
and lunch in it for school and office.

SUPER SEAL [4]

SUPER SEAL [3]

SUPER SEAL [1]

SUPER SEAL [2]

SIZE: 235x181x92 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 200x148x68 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 122x83x34mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 147x108x48 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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BREAD BOX
This air tight bread box is an ideal product that will help keep bread fresh for a longer period of time. It comes with an easy to 
open and close lid. Its sturdy build ensures long time use. This product is also made from non-toxic material, which makes it a 
great choice for storing baked goods such as bread rolls, sandwiches, muffins, cakes etc. This product is also refrigerator safe 
and is big enough to store a regular loaf of bread.

KLASSIC BREAD BOX
SIZE: 300x150x125 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Air TightBPA Free Dishwasher
Safe

Freezer Safe Food GradeNon-Toxic

MAPPLE BREAD BOX
SIZE: 249x140x101 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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MULTI-UTILITY BOX
Polyset’s Multipurpose box is ideal for storing medical supplies, makeup, sewing accessories, painting supplies and more. It is 
portable and let's you organize and store your supplies easily. It has a handle which allows you to carry around the box with the 
supplies wherever needed. The box has a partitioned tray that helps you organize better and store more. The latch on the front 
helps secure your belongings inside the box.

MAXIMO
SIZE: 236x159x138 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Non-ToxicEasy To 
Clean
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VEGA JUG
Made from non- toxic material this leak proof and spill proof jug is well-suited for storing water and juices. It has a sturdy handle 
for easy carrying. It features a translucent body and comes with a well chiselled spout. The lid on the jug is also detachable, 
which makes it easier to clean and wash, thus helping maintain hygiene.

VEGA JUG DELUXE [2 L]
SIZE: 215x117x230 mm
MATERIAL: PET

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Freezer Safe Food GradeNon-ToxicEasy To 
Clean
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NOVA JUG
Built with high-quality material, this product is strong and durable, which ensures that it will last for a prolonged period. The jug 
has a detachable lid which makes it easy to fill water and simple to clean & wash. It has a built-in handle that offers a comfortable 
grip. Featuring a transparent body, its special twist and well chiselled spout ensures easy pouring and spill-proof storing.

NOVA ROUND JUG - FOIL PRINTED [2.5 L]
SIZE: 200x135x225 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Freezer Safe Food GradeNon-ToxicEasy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

ENVY GLASS
This food-safe drinkware is a BPA free product made from odour-free material and 100% hygienic. Its attractive body graphics 
makes it easy to hold and convenient to drink from. This glass is quite strong, which makes it durable for regular usage.

ENVY GLASS [6 PCS SET]
SIZE: 81x81x120 mm
MATERIAL: PET

BPA Free Durable Food GradeNon-Toxic
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POLYSET

BATHROOM SET
The Magnite Bathroom Set is made in a beautiful ribbed design and looks stylish in every home. It is made out of high quality 
plastic and is extremely durable. The set of 6 includes everything you need for your bathroom; A Bucket, Mug, Tub, Dustbin, 
Stool and Soap case. The set is available in 6 different colours and is ideal for any bathroom.

MAGNITE BATHROOM SET [6 PCS SET]
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

MAGNITE BUCKET
This ribbed designed bucket is crafted from a high-quality plastic. It comes with a heavy-duty plastic handle, for comfortable 
carrying. It can be used to store hot and cold water. This bucket is ideal for home and outdoor use, and being sturdy & functional, 
it can carry bulk weight easily without bending.  

MAGNITE BUCKET [25 L]

MAGNITE BUCKET TINTED [25 L]

SIZE: 393x363x357 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 393x363x357 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

REGULAR BUCKET
If you are looking for a bucket that offers maximum capacity and can be used to store water, then this product is ideal for your 
needs. Built from quality material, this well-designed bucket can store hot and cold water. Plus, its in-built handle ensures that 
you can lift the bucket comfortably, without the fear of it bending or breaking.

DurableStackable Light Weight

BUCKET 241 [24 L]
SIZE: 367x367x348 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BUCKET 221 [22 L]
SIZE: 352x352x323 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Non-Toxic

BUCKET 181 [18 L] BUCKET 161 [16 L]

BUCKET 131 [13 L] BUCKET 101 [10 L]

BUCKET 061 [6 L]

SIZE: 332x332x312 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 314x314x302mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 297x 297x270 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 263x263x260 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 225x225x200 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

FROSTY BUCKET
This round-top designed bucket is crafted from high-quality plastic. For comfortable carrying, it comes with a heavy-duty plastic 
handle. It can be used to store hot & cold water. This bucket is ideal for home and outdoor use, and being sturdy & functional, it 
can carry bulk weight easily without bending.

FROSTY 16 [16 L]

FROSTY 25 [25 L]

SIZE: 345x330x308 mm
MATERIAL: PE

SIZE: 400x380x358 mm
MATERIAL: PE

FROSTY 18 [18 L]
SIZE: 360x338x320 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

TULIP ULTRA BUCKET
If you are looking for a bucket that offers maximum capacity and can be used to store water, then this product is ideal for your 
needs. Built from quality material, this well-designed bucket can store warm and cold water. Plus, its in-built handle ensures that 
you can lift the bucket comfortably, without the fear of it bending or breaking.

TULIP BUCKET 24 TINTED PRINT [24 L]
SIZE: 395x365x342 mm
MATERIAL: PP

TULIP BUCKET 18 TINTED PRINT [18 L]
SIZE: 357x336x308 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

TRANSPARENT BUCKET
If you are searching for a highly durable bucket that offers lasting use, then this product is the best choice. Its transparent colour 
makes it easier to gauge the levels of water. The strong in-built handle is fitted into the bucket grooves and offers an easy grip. 
What’s more, this bucket is light-weight and well-suited for storing both hot and cold water.

BUCKET SP 241 [24 L]
SIZE: 398x380x349 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 350x325x302 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BUCKET SP 161 [16 L]

SIZE: 394x360x328 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BUCKET SP 221 [22 L]

BUCKET SP 181 [18 L]
SIZE: 360x340x315 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

SPOUT BUCKET
This round-top designed bucket is crafted from high-quality plastic. It features a recessed grip on the bottom and a spout on 
the top that facilitates easy pouring. For comfortable carrying, it comes with a steel handle. This bucket is ideal for home and 
outdoor use, and being sturdy & functional, it can carry bulk weight easily without bending.

SPOUT BUCKET 16 [16 L]
SIZE: 314x314x290 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

ULTRA BUCKET 
This uniquely designed bucket is made from superior quality plastic material and is a great choice for regular household use. 
It comes with an integrated handle that offers a comfortable grip. It is suitable for hot and cold water and can be used to store 
water or for laundry and other purposes at home.

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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ULTRA BUCKET 24 [24 L]
SIZE: 415x410x360 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET 18 [18 L]
SIZE: 380x360x330 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET 16 [16 L]
SIZE: 360x340x310 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET 5 [5 L]
SIZE:  255x240x210 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET 13 [13 L]
SIZE: 340x330x290 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

ULTRA BUCKET PRINTED
This uniquely designed bucket is made from superior quality plastic material and is a great choice for regular household use. 
It comes with an integrated handle that offers a comfortable grip. It is suitable for hot and cold water and can be used to store 
water or for laundry and other purposes at home.

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic

ULTRA BUCKET PRINTED 24 [24 L]
SIZE: 415x410x360 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET PRINTED 18 [18 L]
SIZE: 380x360x330 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET PRINTED 5 [5 L]
SIZE: 255x240x210 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET PRINTED 13 [13 L]
SIZE: 340x330x290 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA BUCKET PRINTED 16 [16 L]
SIZE: 360x340x310 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

MAGNITE MUG
A contemporary designed mug, this product can hold both hot and cold water. Its sturdy build ensures that the mug is durable 
and lasts for a long time. It is also easy to wash and maintain. It looks good and won’t damage easily, thus offering you value for 
money. The mug comes in six different colours to choose from, as per your requirement.

MAGNITE MUG TINTED [1.5 L]
SIZE: 145x173x137 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MAGNITE MUG [1.5 L]
SIZE: 145x173x137 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

ULTRA MUG
A contemporary designed mug, this product can hold both hot and cold water. Its sturdy build ensures that the mug is durable 
and lasts for a long time. It is also easy to wash and maintain. It looks good and won’t damage easily, thus offering you value for 
money.

ULTRA MUG 1500 [1.5 L]
SIZE: 160x184x142 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA MUG 1000 [1 L]
SIZE: 140x160x124 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

ULTRA MUG PRINTED
A contemporary designed mug, this product can hold both hot and cold water. Its sturdy build ensures that the mug is durable 
and lasts for a long time. It is also easy to wash and maintain. It looks good and won’t damage easily, thus offering you value for 
money.

ULTRA MUG 1500 [1.5 L]
SIZE: 160x184x142 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ULTRA MUG 1000 [1 L]
SIZE: 140x160x124 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

REGULAR MUG
A contemporary designed mug, this product can hold both hot and cold water. Its sturdy build ensures that the mug is durable 
and lasts for a long time. It is also easy to wash and maintain. It looks good and won’t damage easily, thus offering you value for 
money.

MUG 1500 [1.5 L]

MUG 1001 [1 L]

SIZE: 121x155x120 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 121x145x110 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

TRANSPARENT MUG

MUG SP 1500 [1.5 L] MUG SP 1001 [1 L]
SIZE: 187x138x139 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 151x120x111 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Looking for a premium quality bathroom mug? Check out this transparent mug that comes with a spout for easy pouring and 
makes it simple to measure the water levels by offering you a visual indication on the outside. It also sports a sturdy handle that 
is not easily breakable. This mug is designed for everyday use and can be used for a variety of purposes.

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic

ROYAL MUG SP [1 L]
SIZE: 165x120x132 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ROYAL MUG SP [2 L]
SIZE: 200x148x166 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

TULIP MUG TINTED
A beautifully designed product, this mug is crafted with utmost precision using high-quality plastic and is a great addition to 
your bathroom accessories. As a bath mug, it is well-suited for both hot and cold use. This mug also has a strong handle on the 
side that offers a comfortable and secure grip.

TULIP MUG TINTED PRINTED 1500 [1.5 L]
SIZE: 195x147x137 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

UB MUG
A contemporary designed mug, this product can hold both hot and cold water. Its sturdy build ensures that the mug is durable 
and lasts for a long time. It is also easy to wash and maintain. Plus, it looks good and won’t damage easily, thus offering you value 
for money.

UB MUG 125 [1.25 L]
SIZE: 131x135x135 mm
MATERIAL: PE

UB MUG CLOSE HANDLE 1200 [1.2 L]
SIZE: 155x120x115 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

MAGNITE TUB
Made from high-quality plastic, this wide tub can be used for storing water or for washing clothes. Being a heavy-duty product, 
it is not easily breakable. This tub can be used for both cold and hot water, and its sturdy build ensures that it can be used for a 
variety of purposes. 

MAGNITE TUB [20 L]

MAGNITE TUB TINTED [20 L]

SIZE: 400x400x243 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 400x400x243 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

DELUXE TUB
Made from high-quality plastic, this wide tub can be used for storing water or for washing clothes. Being a heavy-duty product, 
it is not easily breakable. This tub can be used for both cold and hot water, and its sturdy build ensures that it can be used for a 
variety of purposes. 

DELUXE TUB No. 25 [20 L]

DELUXE TUB No. 13 [14 L]

SIZE: 477x477x152 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 400x400x148 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DELUXE TUB No. 18 [15 L]
SIZE: 428x428x145 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DELUXE TUB No. 20 [17 L]
SIZE: 456x456x140 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

DEEP TUB T 50 [50 L]

DEEP TUB T 25 [25 L]

DEEP TUB T 20 [20 L]

DEEP TUB T 40 [40 L]

SIZE: 550x550x335 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 445x445x270 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 415 x415x245 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 520 x520x315 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DEEP TUB
Featuring a round-top design, this deep tub is lightweight and has a high-impact strength that makes it virtually  unbreakable. 
From storing water to washing clothes to gardening, this tub is ideal for various purposes. It also has in-built handles on the side, 
which makes it easy to carry water without bending.

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

REGULAR BASIN 45 [47 L]

REGULAR BASIN 20 [34 L]

SIZE: 580x580x230 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 510X510X230 mm
MATERIAL: PP

REGULAR BASIN
Made from high-quality plastic, this wide tub can be used for storing water or for washing clothes. Being a heavy-duty product, 
it is virtually unbreakable. This tub can be used for both cold and hot water, and its sturdy build ensures that it can be used for 
a variety of purposes. 

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

ROYAL BASIN
Made from high-quality plastic, this wide tub can be used for storing water or for washing clothes. Being a heavy-duty product, 
it is virtually unbreakable. This tub can be used for both hot and cold water, and its sturdy build ensures that it can be used for 
a variety of purposes. 

ROYAL SQUARE BASIN [18 L]
SIZE: 515x345x150 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

OVAL TUB
This oval-shaped tub offers maximum capacity for storing water. Made from high-quality durable material, this tub comes 
with attached handles which offer a comfortable grip for easy lifting and carrying. It can hold hot and cold water and is a                             
multi-purpose tub that can be used for various household applications.

OVAL TUB WITH HANDLE [88 L]
SIZE: 824x645x315 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

UB BASIN
Made from high-quality plastic, this wide tub can be used for storing water or for washing clothes. Being a heavy-duty product, 
it is virtually unbreakable. This tub can be used for both cold and hot water, and its sturdy build ensures that it can be used for 
a variety of purposes. 

UB BASIN NO 70 [70 L]
SIZE: 660x660x290 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DurableStackable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

DRUM WITH LID
The rhythm of life calls for drums! Polyset drums are offered in a wide range of sizes and colours. The drum serves various 
functions, it can be used to store water in the bathroom and  kitchen, store grains in the store room and as a dustbin in your 
office, shop or factory. 

DRUM WITH LID C 125 [125 L]
SIZE: 595x595x760 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DRUM WITH LID C 105 [105 L]
SIZE: 555x555x720 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DurableStackable Light WeightBPA Free Food Grade Easy To 
Clean
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DRUM WITH LID C 31 [31 L]
SIZE: 372x372x460 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DRUM WITH LID C 41 [41 L]
SIZE: 412x412x510 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DRUM WITH LID C 51 [51 L]
SIZE: 445x445x545 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DRUM WITH LID C 61 [61 L]DRUM WITH LID C 80 [80 L]
SIZE: 470x470x585 mm
MATERIAL: PE

SIZE: 510x510x670 mm
MATERIAL: PE
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POLYSET

SWING DRUM
Polyset drums are offered in a wide range of sizes and shades. These drums can be used as a dustbins in kitchens, offices, 
canteens and commercially. These dustbins have a swinging lid for easy waste disposal which also prevents odour from escaping 
the bins, keeping your surroundings clean and hygenic. These drums are strong and durable and will last for a long time.

SWING DRUM C 80 [80 L]
SIZE: 510x510x775 mm
MATERIAL: PE

SWING DRUM C 61 [61 L]
SIZE: 472x472x700 mm
MATERIAL: PE

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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SWING DRUM C 51 [51 L]

SWING DRUM C 31 [31 L]

SWING DRUM C 41 [41 L]

SIZE: 450x450x660 mm
MATERIAL: PE

SIZE: 372x372x550 mm
MATERIAL: PE

SIZE: 415x415x590 mm
MATERIAL: PE
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POLYSET

MAGNITE BIN
Magnite bin is an elegant looking dustbin with a premium ribbed design exterior. This dustbin is a good choice for dry waste like 
paper, bottles, cans and office waste. This dustbin is compact and won’t occupy much space. This bin is strong and durable and 
will last for a long time.

MAGNITE DUSTBIN [9 L]

MAGNITE DUSTBIN TINTED [9 L]

SIZE: 226x250x300 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 226x250x300 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

BRIO SWING BIN
An elegant looking dustbin with a premium rattan finish exterior. This dustbin is a good choice for home, bathroom and office 
use. This dustbin has a swing top that prevents odour from escaping the bin, keeping your surroundings clean and hygenic.

BRIO SWING BIN [6 L]
SIZE: 245x185x315 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

BRIO WASTE PAPER BIN

BRIO WASTE PAPER BIN [6 L]
SIZE: 245x185x250 mm
MATERIAL: PP

This rattan finish open dustbin is an ideal solution to dispose of dry waste. It is sturdy and is well-suited for office or home use. 
It is lightweight and durable, making it sustainable for prolonged use. It is also easy to wash, clean, and maintain, which makes it 
a good choice for simple everyday use.

DurableStackable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

JAVA PEDAL BIN
An elegant looking dustbin with a premium rattan finish exterior. This dustbin is a good choice for home, bathroom, office and 
kitchen use. It features a removable inner bucket, which allows for easy trash disposal as well as cleaning and washing. This 
dustbin is compact and won’t occupy much space.

JAVA PEDAL BIN BIG 222 
[WITH INNER BUCKET] [8 L]
SIZE: 270x260x320 mm
MATERIAL: PP

JAVA PEDAL BIN SMALL 218
[WITH INNER BUCKET] [6 L]
SIZE: 249x235x267 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

DIAMOND DUST BIN WITH INNER [12 L]
SIZE: 298x289x324 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DIAMOND BIN
An elegant looking dustbin with a premium finish exterior. This dustbin is a good choice for home, bathroom, office and kitchen 
use. It features a removable inner bucket, which allows for easy trash disposal as well as cleaning and washing. This dustbin is 
compact and won’t occupy much space.

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

EDEN BIN
An elegant looking waste basket with a premium rattan finish exterior. This dustbin is a good choice for dry waste like paper, 
bottles, cans and office waste. This dustbin is compact and won’t occupy much space. This bin is strong and durable and will last 
for a long time.

EDEN BIN [10 L]
SIZE: 235x235x297 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Stackable Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

EMBASSY BIN
This elegant looking dustbin is a good choice for home and office use .This dustbin is a good choice for dry waste like paper, 
bottles, cans and office waste. This dustbin is compact and won’t occupy much space. This product is strong & durable and will 
last for a long time.

W.P.  EMBASSY SMALL - BTM [6 L]

W.P.  EMBASSY BIG - BTM [11 L]

SIZE: 216x216x235 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 272x272x320 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Stackable Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

EXECUTIVE BIN
This open dustbin is an ideal solution to dispose of dry waste. It is sturdy & flexible and is well-suited for office or home use. 
It is lightweight and durable, making it sustainable for prolonged use. It is also easy to wash, clean, and maintain, which makes 
it a good choice for simple everyday convenience.

EXECUTIVE BIN [10 L]
SIZE:282x200x296 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Stackable Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

LEO BIN
This waste bin can be used for both dry and wet waste. It comes with a swing lid for easy disposal of waste. It offers excellent 
grip for easy carrying around. The top lid is detachable, which makes it simple to wash and clean. It is sturdy and durable for 
indoor and outdoor use. It is big enough for everyday needs and available in different sizes.

LEO BIN BIG [8 L]
SIZE: 218x218x365 mm
MATERIAL: PP

LEO BIN KING [13 L]
SIZE: 270x254x420  mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

PERRY BIN
Ideal for home and office use, you can now conveniently dispose of your garbage without needing to touch the bin as this waste 
bin is equipped with a functional foot pedal. Made from premium quality material it features a removable inner bucket, which 
allows for easy trash disposal as well as cleaning and washing. It is also compact and easy to clean and wash.

PERRY BIN SMALL WITH INNER BUCKET [5 L]
SIZE: 225x182x207 mm
MATERIAL: PP

PERRY BIN BIG WITH INNER BUCKET [8 L]
SIZE: 250x200x250 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

TABLE TOP BIN
This tabletop bins are ideal for dry and wet waste disposal and can be used in the office, home or kitchen. This mini dustbins 
features a sleek and stylish design. It is also easy to clean and wash these dustbins. It is available in attractive colours, so you can 
pick one as per your needs.

TINY TABLE TOP BIN [1.25 L]

MINI BIN TEDDY

MINI BIN WOW

SIZE: 155x104x198 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 117x117x183 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 117x117x180 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightCompact Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

MY BIN
This uniquely designed car bin fits perfectly in your car cup holder which allows you to keep your car and surrounding clean and 
hygienic. It comes with a simple flap-style lid that can be easily opened and closed while keeping odours at bay. This waste bin 
can be used for both; wet and dry waste. Plus, it is easy to washand clean and lightweight for easy carrying and lifting.

MY BIN
SIZE: 107x105x163 mm
MATERIAL: PET

Durable Light WeightCompact Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

DUSTER BIN
This open dustbin is an ideal solution to dispose of dry waste. It is sturdy and flexible and is well-suited for office or home use. It 
is lightweight and durable, making it sustainable for prolonged use. It is also easy to wash, clean, and maintain, which makes it a 
good choice for simple everyday convenience.

DUSTER BIN [10 L]
SIZE: 280x280x275 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Stackable Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

SUPER PEDAL BIN
For hands-free disposal of waste, this waste bin is a perfect choice. It is crafted from premium quality material, which ensures 
long-lasting use. It is sturdy yet lightweight, making it easy to lift and carry. Its functional foot pedal ensures easy opening and 
closing of the bin without having to touch it. The best part, it is available in 3 sizes, vibrant colours that can be used at home, 
office  and in the kitchen.

SUPER PEDAL BIN 9 [18 L]
SIZE: 350x350x380 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER PEDAL BIN 8 [11 L]
SIZE: 310x287x330 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER PEDAL BIN 7 [6 L]
SIZE: 275x260x255 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

SUPER PEDAL BIN
For hands-free disposal of waste, this waste bin is a perfect choice. It is crafted from premium quality material, which ensures 
long-lasting use. It is sturdy yet lightweight, making it easy to lift and carry. Its functional foot pedal ensures easy opening 
and closing of the bin without having to touch it. The best part, it is available in 3 sizes, vibrant colours and attractive printed 
exteriors that can be used at home, office  and in the kitchen.

SUPER PEDAL BIN 9 PRINTED [18 L]
SIZE: 350x350x380 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER PEDAL BIN 8 PRINTED [11 L]
SIZE: 310x287x330 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER PEDAL BIN 7 PRINTED [6 L]
SIZE: 275x260x255 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

KNIT BASKET
Make your home clutter-free with these organizing baskets that are available in different sizes and colours. These organizing 
baskets are essential home items that can be used to store hand towels, toys, books, stationary and more. It is lightweight and 
portable, and the air vents keep your stored items odour-free. Also, these organizing baskets come with and without lids and 
are compact enough for home or office use.

KNIT BASKET BIG 

KNIT BASKET MEDIUM

KNIT BASKET SMALL

SIZE: 316x215x151 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 263x178x125 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 184x127x88 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Food Grade Non-Toxic Stackable
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POLYSET

MARVEL BASKET
Make your home clutter-free with these Marvel baskets that are available in different colours. These baskets are essential home 
organising solutions that can be used to store bathroom and kitchen accessories, stationery, and more. They are lightweight 
and portable and made with high quality durable plastic. These organizing baskets come with a wide mouth and are compact 
which make them ideal for home and office use.

MARVEL M1 ROUND BASKET
SIZE: 158x158x122 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Food Grade Non-Toxic Stackable
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POLYSET

MARVEL BASKET
Make your home clutter-free with these organizing baskets that are available in different sizes and colours. These organizing 
baskets are essential home items that can be used to store clothes, toys, books, stationary and more. It is lightweight and 
portable, and the air vents keep your stored items odour-free. Also, these organizing baskets come with and without lids and 
are compact enough for home or office use.

MARVEL SQUARE 05

MARVEL ROUND 10

MARVEL BASKET 15 

SIZE: 109x109x112 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 107x107x110 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 200x142x63 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Food Grade Non-Toxic Stackable
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MARVEL BASKET 50 WITH LID
SIZE: 368x310x135 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MARVEL BASKET 60 WITH LID
SIZE: 366x310x220 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MARVEL BASKET 20 WITH LID
SIZE:  260x200x105 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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MARVEL BASKET 25 WITH LID

MARVEL BASKET 30 WITH LID

SIZE: 225x170x112 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 296x220x171 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

DEZIRE BASKET
A multi-usage basket, this product can be used to store vegetables and fruits as well as for rinsing them. It comes in a round 
patterned design and is compact & portable. It’s light and yet provides voluminous storing capacity, providing ample air 
circulation, which keeps fruits & veggies fresher for longer.

DEZIRE BASKET SMALL [1.6 L]
SIZE: 200x200x84 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DEZIRE BASKET LARGE [4 L]
SIZE: 278x278x112 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DEZIRE BASKET MEDIUM [2.5 L]
SIZE: 234x234x96 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Stackable Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

KITCHEN QUEEN SET 
SIZE: 520x400x185 mm
MATERIAL: PP

KITCHEN QUEEN
This kitchen basket can be used as a dish rack drainer. It is built from BPA-free, non-toxic material and its perforated design 
makes it ideal for drying wet dishes. It is convenient to use and store. It also comes with side grips that makes lifting easy without 
the fear of breaking.

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Food Grade Non-Toxic Stackable
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POLYSET

FRUTY BASKET
A multi-usage basket, this product can be used to store vegetables and fruits as well as for rinsing them. It comes in a round 
patterned design and is compact and portable. It has handles on the sides that allow for easy carrying. It also provides ample air 
circulation, which keeps fruits and vegetables fresher for longer.

FRUTY BASKET BIG [5 L]

FRUTY BASKET SMALL [1 L]

SIZE: 294x318x117 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 171x185x73 mm
MATERIAL: PP

FRUTY BASKET MEDIUM [2.2 L]
SIZE: 230x250x96 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Stackable Food GradeNon-Toxic
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POLYSET

SUPER TIDY TRAY
This sleek and simple organizing basket can be used for home,  kitchen or office  supplies. It is a multi-functional storage 
organizer and built from sturdy material, which ensures long-lasting use. It is also lightweight, making it easy to carry around. It 
is easy to clean and maintain and is available in a variety of sizes and colours.

SUPER TIDY TRAY NO.3 [0.7 L]
SIZE: 158x119x61 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER TIDY TRAY NO.1 [4 L]
SIZE:  325x248x65 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUPER TIDY TRAY NO.2 [1.8 L]
SIZE: 243x160x61 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Stackable Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

SPACE SAVER
The Space Saver baskets are ideal for maximizing fridge storage and organizing the contents of your refrigerator. These compact 
storage baskets efficiently store cheese, beverages, vegetables, dry fruits and nuts without taking up too much space in the 
refrigerator. These baskets have built in handles that make it extremely convenient to pull them in and out of the refrigerator. 
They are made of high quality plastic and are extremely durable. They are BPA Free, Non Toxic and completely safe to store 
your food in. 

SPACE SAVER
SIZE: 130x290x84 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Stackable Food GradeNon-Toxic
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POLYSET

The Fridge baskets are ideal for maximizing fridge storage and organizing the contents of your refrigerator. These compact 
storage baskets efficiently store cheese, eggs, vegetables, dry fruits and nuts without taking up too much space in the 
refrigerator. These baskets are expandable and you can switch their size as per your need for storage. They are made of high 
quality plastic and are extremely durable. They are BPA Free, Non Toxic and completely safe to store your food in. They have a 
smart slide design to ensure a sturdy grip on surfaces like glass and wood and can also be used on tables etc to store stationery.

Compact Extended

FRIDGE ORGANISER
EXTENDED SIZE: 287x165x75 mm | COMPACT SIZE: 206x165x75 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Stackable Easy To 
Clean

Food Grade

FRIDGE ORGANISER
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POLYSET

ELEGANCE BASKET
A stylish, sturdy and tall laundry basket with a knit design, this product is ideal for home and bathroom use. It features reach-
through handles on the side that makes it easy to lift and carry. It has a lid on-the-top for easy opening and closing, and its space 
saver design ensures that you can easily store it away when not in use.

ELEGANCE LAUNDRY BASKET [55 L]
SIZE: 450x340x570 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightStackable Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

ATLAS LAUNDRY BASKET [53 L]
SIZE: 480x375x560 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ATLAS BASKET
This superior quality laundry basket on wheels features specially designed air vents that help keep clothes odour-free. It has a 
handle and wheels that allows for hassle free travelling from the bathroom to the laundry room. Being a tall laundry basket, it 
offers maximum capacity, and its durable build ensures that it lasts for long. This product is well-suited for home and commercial 
use.

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

SPARK BASKET
This superior quality laundry basket features specially designed air vents that help keep clothes odour-free. It has a lid on-the-
top and reach-through handles on the side. Being a tall laundry basket, it offers maximum capacity, and its durable build ensures 
that it lasts for long. This product is well-suited for home and bathroom use.

SPARK LAUNDRY BASKET [48 L]
SIZE: 450x360x610 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightStackable Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

MAGNITE STOOL
Suitable for home and bath use, this is a low-height, strong and durable stool that provides comfortable seating. It features a 
ribbed sitting surface and takes up minimal space, thus making it convenient for storing after use. It is also easy to carry, and its 
sturdy legs are fitted with anti-slip rubber grip. The stool comes in six different colours to choose from, as per your requirement.

MAGNITE STOOL

MAGNITE STOOL TINTED

SIZE: 360x340x250 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 360x340x250 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight
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POLYSET

GOLU PATLA
Suitable for home and bath use, this is a low-height, strong and durable patla that provides comfortable seating. It features a 
round sitting surface and takes up minimal space, thus making it convenient for storing after use. It is also easy to carry, and its 
sturdy legs are fitted with anti-slip rubber grip.

GOLU PATLA
SIZE: 300x300x130 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight
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POLYSET

TURBO ULTRA
Suitable for home and bath use, this is a low-height, strong and durable patla/stool that provides comfortable seating. It features 
a square sitting surface and takes up minimal space and fits in corners, thus making it convenient for storing after use. It is also 
easy to carry, and its sturdy legs are fitted with anti-slip rubber grip.

TURBO ULTRA PATLA
SIZE: 330x330x198 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight
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POLYSET

REGAL ULTRA
Featuring a cylindrical body with a round shape curvy edge seat, this product is a great choice if you are searching for a strong 
and sturdy stool for home and bathroom use. Its lightweight design also makes it portable. It is made from high-quality plastic 
and has a sturdy base, which provides excellent stability.

REGAL ULTRA SMALL PRINTED

REGAL ULTRA MEDIUM PRINTED

SIZE: 265x265x225 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 320x320x365 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightStackable
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POLYSET

STOOL 501 SP STOOL 301 SP
SIZE: 442x367x320 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 380x307x205 mm
MATERIAL: PP

STOOL SP
Made from high-grade plastic material, this stool has a wide seat offering you enough space to sit or stand on it. It has superior 
strength and comes with anti-skid grip at the bottom. Featuring a space-saver design, this stool is compact and convenient to 
store. It is also heavy-duty and unbreakable, which makes it ideal for bathroom as well as kitchen use.

Durable Light WeightStackable
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POLYSET

ROBO 10  
SIZE: 330x260x255 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ROBO 14 
SIZE: 385x315x360 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ROBO
This is a contemporary designed heavy-duty stool that comes in dual-tone. It is a low height stool, which makes it well-suited for 
kids as well as older adults. This stool also features a strong and sturdy base which prevents flexing. Plus, its robust build makes 
it durable and convenient to use for varied purposes.

Durable Light WeightStackable
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POLYSET

ARMOUR ULTRA
This elegantly stylish stool is a heavy-duty product that can withstand weight with ease. It is a stool with a square seat that 
ensures optimal comfort. Built from durable material, this stool comes in different heights and has a rattan top finish and is 
suitable for indoor as well as outdoor use.

ARMOUR ULTRA 19
SIZE: 375x315x482 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ARMOUR ULTRA 14
SIZE: 375x315x352 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ARMOUR ULTRA 10
SIZE: 375x315x255 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightStackable
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POLYSET

ARMOUR ULTRA 10 TINT PRINTED

ARMOUR ULTRA 10 FOIL PRINTED

SIZE: 375x315x255 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 375x315x255 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ARMOUR ULTRA
This elegantly stylish stool is a heavy-duty product that can withstand weight with ease. It is a low height stool with a square 
seat that ensures optimal comfort. Built from durable material, this stool comes in printed design and is suitable for indoor as 
well as outdoor use.

Durable Light WeightStackable
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POLYSET

OPTIMA
Give your home a chic and trendy look with this rattan finish contemporary designed stool that is crafted from premium material. 
This stool is sturdy & compact and durable enough to withstand rough & tough use. It is also easy to clean and maintain. Plus, 
it comes with heavy weight-bearing capacity and won’t bend or break easily, thus making it an ideal product for long-term use.

OPTIMA PATLA BIG
SIZE: 400x400x480 mm
MATERIAL: PP

OPTIMA PATLA SMALL
SIZE: 320x320x290 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightStackable
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UB PATLA 501 UNBREAKABLE
SIZE: 440x365x320 mm
MATERIAL: PP

UB PATLA 301 UNBREAKABLE
SIZE: 375x300x200 mm
MATERIAL: PP

UB PATLA
Made from high-grade plastic material, this stool has a wide seat offering you enough space to sit or stand on it. It has superior 
strength and comes with anti-skid grip at the bottom. Featuring space-saver design, this stool is compact and convenient to 
store. It is also heavy-duty and unbreakable, which makes it ideal for bathroom as well as kitchen use.

Durable Light WeightStackable
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POLYSET

FOLDABLE TABLE
SIZE: 630x365x38 mm
MATERIAL: PP

FOLDABLE TABLE
This foldable table let’s you watch tv, play games, work, study and eat breakfast without leaving your bed. It is made from high 
quality plastic and it’s foldable legs make it easy to store and clean. This table has a groove for holding your tablet upright while 
you attend your zoom meeting or watch tv while eating your breakfast. It also has a cup holder that can hold your coffee cup, 
juice glass or water bottle and keep you hydrated through the day without you worrying about spills. It is light weight, high 
quality, easily portable and kid friendly.

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

BOOTS SHOE RACK 5 TIER
SIZE: 480x365x830 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BOOTS SHOE RACK
Looking for a sturdy shoe rack for home or office use? Check out this durable, lightweight and space-saving 5 tier shoe rack. 
Easy to assemble, this is a multi-purpose rack that can be used for a variety of purposes. It’s strong built ensures that it won’t 
bend or break easily. This shoe rack also offers ample space, thus helping you organize your footwear collection.

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

MYSHOE DOUBLE SHOE RACK 4 TIER
SIZE: 515x410x645 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MYSHOE RACK
If you have too many shoes to count and looking for the best ways to organize them to unclutter your room, then this sturdy 
4 tier double shoe rack is just what you need. Compact and easy to assemble, this shoe rack is lightweight, highly-durable and 
crafted from high-quality material. It's double-sided shelves provide abundant storage, so you can comfortably store numerous 
pairs of shoes at home or in office.

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

WAVE MOP BUCKET
Now keeping your home spick-and-span has become easier with this wave mop bucket spin mop that allows you to clean your 
home effortlessly without bending or getting your hands dirty. The mop has a sturdy handle and offers you a firm grip. The head 
of the mop is made of microfiber material and has superb absorbent capacity. It also comes with the self-wringing feature that 
helps to dry the mop quickly and an attached handle on the top for easy carrying.

WAVE MOP BUCKET
SIZE: 454x251x233 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

MAGIC MOP BUCKET
SIZE: 500x260x250 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MAGIC MOP BUCKET
A superior quality floor cleaning dual tub bucket mop, this product comes with a durable mop and wringer for quick, easy and 
deep cleaning. It has built-in wheels that make moving it around the house a lot easier without lifting it. The dual tub has two 
compartments for easy cleaning and drying. The mop features a pivoting and super absorbent microfiber head and also comes 
with the self-wringing feature for quick drying.

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

MOP ACCESSORY KIT
This Microfibre Refill is made for the highest quality material and has a super absorbent capacity. Designed for long-lasting use, 
this product is great for a wide range of surfaces; ceramic tiles, marble, stone etc and helps you to pick up dirt effectively, leaving 
the surface sparkling clean. The best part, this microfibre refill is washable & reusable and is best for both dry as well as wet use.

ROD, HOLDER & MICRO FIBER
SIZE: 180x90x480 mm 
MATERIAL: PP+STEEL

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

DUSTPAN BIG
SIZE: 235x280x70 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DUSTPAN
This premium quality dustpan is made from high-grade non-toxic plastic. It has a curve design, which makes it easier for you to 
collect dust without having to touch it. It has a sturdy handle which sports a hole, making it convenient to store. What’s more, 
this dustpan is well-suited for indoor and outdoor use and is also washable.

Durable Light Weight Easy To 
Clean

DUSTPAN SONIA
SIZE: 235x370x105 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

CLASSIC HANGER [6 PCS SET]
SIZE: 380x217x10 mm
MATERIAL: PP

HANGERS
Built from premium quality material, these regular hangers are an ideal choice if you are looking for a simple yet sturdy hanger 
for your wardrobe needs. Its smooth finish protects your clothes from snagging. You can comfortably hang heavy clothes on it, 
without any worry. Also, its well-rounded shoulders help prevent clothes from slipping.

REGULAR HANGER [6 PCS SET]
SIZE: 388x195x6 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight
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POLYSET

HANGERS
Now keep your clothes wrinkle-free with these specially designed hangers that come with a large rod. Made from virtually high 
quality plastic material, these hangers ensure that it won’t bend or break even if you place heavy articles of clothing on it. The 
best part, these hangers are available in different colours, so you can pick and choose what suits you best.

DurableCompact Light Weight

555 HANGER [6 PCS SET]

WOODY HANGER [6 PCS SET]

STACKER HANGER [6 PCS SET]

SIZE: 402x227x8 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 439x237x10 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 410x195x7 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

INNOVATIVE ICE TRAY [2 PCS SET]
SIZE: 255x100x30 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SHELL ICE TRAY [2 PCS SET]
SIZE: 238x128x39 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ICE TRAY
Never run out of ice cubes at a party ever again! A uniqly shaped ice tray, made from premium quality material and well-suited 
for fruit juice, beverages, and any other drinks that you want to turn into ice balls. Its quality build ensures that it is virtually 
unbreakable, and it is simple to use & maintain and makes extraction of ice quick & easy.

STICK ICE TRAY [2 PCS SET]
SIZE:  258x100x25 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light WeightBPA Free Stackable Food GradeNon-Toxic
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POLYSET

TODY POT
SIZE: 305x242x205 mm
MATERIAL: PP

TODY BABY POT
A natural first step when it’s time to wean off diapers and train your child to use the toilet. The tody baby pot is comfortable, 
convenient, and safe for babies.  The removable insert is easy to empty and clean after every proud moment. It is a comfortable 
and safe potty that won’t slip around. The baby pot is compact and lightweight which makes it convenient for storage & travel.

Light WeightDurable Easy To 
Clean

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

WONDER BABY POT
 A natural first step when it’s time to wean off diapers and train your child to use the toilet. The Wonder baby pot is comfortable, 
convenient, and safe for babies.  The removable insert is easy to empty and clean after every proud moment. It is a comfortable 
and safe potty that won’t slip around. The baby pot is compact and lightweight which makes it convenient for storage & travel.

WONDER POT
SIZE:  355x210x375 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Easy To 
Clean

Durable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

TEDDY POT
SIZE: 435x300x335 mm
MATERIAL: PP

TEDDY BABY POT
 A natural first step when it’s time to wean off diapers and train your child to use the toilet. The teddy baby pot is comfortable, 
convenient, and safe for babies.  The removable insert is easy to empty and clean after every proud moment. It is a comfortable 
and safe potty that won’t slip around. The baby pot is compact and lightweight which makes it convenient for storage & travel.

Light WeightDurable Easy To 
Clean

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

BABY BATH TUB
Splish splash - Bath time is an exceptionally fun time for your baby. Enjoy safe, comfortable and delightful bath times with the 
Polysets bath tub. It is easy to move and place where you want it and it stands steady while your baby discovers the water. The 
kid safe design with soft edges makes bath time easy and  delightful for you and your baby.

BABY BATH TUB [25 L]
SIZE: 850x490x278 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Easy To 
Clean

Durable Light Weight Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

MAGNITE SOAP CASE

Easy To 
Clean

Durable Light Weight

Built from high-quality plastic material and ribbed design, this rectangle-shaped soap case is a durable and practical bathroom 
accessory. Ideal for keeping a regular-size bar of soap, this soap case comes with a perforated bottom that prevents water from 
pooling. It is easy to clean and wash. It also comes with a soap covered lid cover, which ensures that the soap won’t slip out.

MAGNITE  SOAP CASE

MAGNITE  SOAP CASE TINTED

SIZE: 117x83x48 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 117x83x48 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

LUXE SOAP CASE

LUXE  SOAP CASE
SIZE: 132x95x32 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Easy To 
Clean

Durable Light Weight

An essential bathroom accessory, this Luxe soap case features an attractive design and is made from tough-plastic, which 
ensures prolonged use. It has a perforated bottom tray that drains out water and a stable base that makes it convenient to use 
and helps secure the soap. It’s  compact design helps keep your bathroom space neat and tidy.

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

OYSTER SOAP CASE
SIZE: 132x92x60 mm
MATERIAL: PP

OYSTER SOAP CASE
Built from high-quality plastic material, this Oval-shaped soap case is a durable and practical bathroom accessory. Ideal for 
keeping a regular-size bar of soap, this soap case comes with a perforated bottom that prevents water from pooling. It is easy to 
clean and wash. It also comes with a soap covered lid cover, which ensures that the soap won’t slip out.

Light WeightDurable Easy To 
Clean

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

PEARL SOAP CASE
This lightweight yet sturdy plastic soap case is portable and convenient to use. It can hold most size soaps easily. It features a 
sleek and simple design, and its compact size ensures that it doesn’t take too much space. The best part, this soap dish comes 
with a perforated tray at the bottom, which makes it easy to drain water after every use. 

PEARL SOAP CASE
SIZE: 126x96x45 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Light WeightDurable Easy To 
Clean

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

FLORA SOAP CASE PRINTED
SIZE: 118x83x40 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Built from high-quality plastic material, this box-shaped soap case is a durable and practical bathroom accessory. Ideal for 
keeping a regular-size bar of soap, this soap dish comes with a ridged perforated tray at the bottom that prevents water from 
pooling. It is easy to clean and wash. Plus, it comes with a lid cover, which ensures that the soap won’t slip out.

Light WeightDurable Easy To 
Clean

ULTRA SOAP CASE

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

SOAP DISPENSER SET
This lightweight yet sturdy plastic soap dispenser set is portable and convenient to use. The set contains a soap dispenser, 
holder, and a tumbler. The soap dispenser is ideal to store hand wash. Additionally, you can use it as a shower gel, shampoo, 
and lotion dispenser holder. It features a sleek and attractive design, and its compact size ensures that it doesn’t take too much 
space.

MARVEL X
SIZE: Soap Dispenser 85x85x188 mm, Holder 85x85x124 mm, Tumbler 85x85x124 mm 
MATERIAL: PP

Light WeightDurable Easy To 
Clean

Non-Toxic
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POLYSET

EASY CHOP BOARD 
A must-have kitchen essential, this chopping/cutting board is a strong and sturdy product that won’t easily crack or warp. 
Being highly durable, this product is more resistant to wear and can be used for a prolonged period. Built from premium quality 
material, this chopping board is safe to use & hygienic and is a multi-purpose product that is also easy to clean.

EASY CHOP BOARD BIG
SIZE: 370x240x7 mm
MATERIAL: PE

EASY CHOP BOARD REGULAR 
SIZE: 245x183x6 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DurableBPA Free Food GradeNon-ToxicEasy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

SUPER TUFF BOARD
Made from high-quality material, this is a big chopping board that is durable enough to withstand daily wear and tear. Its sleek 
design offers a good grip for cutting veggies as well as fruits. It has an in-built handle, and its compact size makes it easy to store 
away after use. Light in weight, this chopping board is also easy to clean and wash.

SUPER TUFF BIG CHOPPING BOARD
SIZE: 340x230x8 mm
MATERIAL: PE 

DurableBPA Free Food GradeNon-ToxicEasy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

CRUSH JUICER
This multipurpose crush juicer can be used for juicing oranges, lemons, and other citrus fruits.The rotatable lid and the modified 
plastic blades allow you to extract juice effortlessly while collecting it into a wide base. The juicer has a drip-free pour spout 
which allows for hassle-free pouring. It is a durable and compact BPA free juicer, which is easy to clean and store. 

CRUSH JUICER
SIZE: 105x105x170 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableBPA Free Food GradeNon-Toxic Easy To 
Clean

Light Weight
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POLYSET

PEARL COLANDER
Now make your work in the kitchen simpler & easier with this multi-purpose colander that is ideal for rinsing vegetables and 
herbs with large holes at the bottom that allow for quick and easy draining. This colander is lightweight, simple to clean, and easy 
to store. Its strong handle ensures that there is no warping. Plus, its strong build ensures that it will last for a long time.

PEARL COLANDER
SIZE: 193x365x85 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableBPA Free Food GradeNon-Toxic Easy To 
Clean

Light Weight
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POLYSET

RUBY COLANDER
An ultimate kitchen gadget, this Ruby colander is a durable product with large holes that allow for quick and easy draining. It has 
a flexible handle that offers an easy grip. Its compact size makes it convenient to store. It is also safe to use for all types of food 
including pasta, vegetables, fruits, and many more!

RUBY COLANDER
SIZE: 210x390x115 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableBPA Free Food GradeNon-Toxic Easy To 
Clean

Light Weight
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POLYSET

SHOWER CADDY
Keep shower essentials close at hand. This shower caddy features three baskets, which are designed to hold bottles for easy 
dispensing and keep the items organized. You can use it to organise your daily skin care products , Perfumes, Soap, loofah etc.
No drilling, No damage, No hardware tool is needed. Just hang over the shower head and it is ready to use.

SHOWER CADDY
SIZE: 186x82x443 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableBPA Free Food GradeNon-Toxic Easy To 
Clean

Light Weight
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POLYSET

GAS TROLLEY
Now moving a gas cylinder around the house has become easy with this heavy-duty gas trolley. Made from superior quality 
material, this gas trolley is flexible and comes with an anti-skid mechanism. It has strong castor wheels that are not easily 
breakable. Plus, it is extremely easy to use and clean and will last for a long time.

GAS TROLLEY
SIZE: 227x300x55 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Easy To 
Clean

Light Weight
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POLYSET

TOPAZ DISH DRAINER
A multi-functional dish draining rack, this product is made from heavy-duty plastic and is ideal for draining and drying dishes 
efficiently. This product comes with large holes that allow for quick and easy draining, with separate slots for dishes, cups, 
spoons, forks, and knives . It also has a detatchable tray which collects the drained water preventing the mess on your platform. 
It has in-built handles that make moving it around easier. Also, its space-saving design ensures that it won’t take much space in 
your kitchen.

TOPAZ DISH DRAINER WITH TRAY
SIZE: 480x380x110 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Easy To 
Clean

Light Weight
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INSTYLE
If you are looking for a multi-purpose holder or a office organizer, this durable and stylish product is a perfect choice for you. 
It has four sections with removable inner tray, and can be used to store cutlery, stationary and several other household items. 
Built to last for a long time, it has a compact design with a sturdy base and is an ideal product for regular use.

INSTYLE MULTIPURPOSE HOLDER 
SIZE: 155x101x116 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

PRIDE
Pride multi-purpose holder can be used as a kitchen organiser, desk organizer, a pencil holder,etc. It has five sections and can 
be used to store cutlery, stationary and several other household items. This durable and stylish product is a perfect choice for 
your home and office. It comes with a lid to protect the inner from dust particles which makes it an ideal product for regular use.

PRIDE MULTIPURPOSE HOLDER 
SIZE: 155x102x223 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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GLORY
If you are looking for a multi-purpose holder or a kitchen organizer, this durable and stylish product is a perfect choice for you. 
It has two sections and can be used to store cutlery, stationary and several other household items. Built to last for a long time, it 
has a compact design with a sturdy base and is an ideal product for regular use.

GLORY MULTIPURPOSE HOLDER 
SIZE: 146x104x140 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

FABIO
If you are looking for a multi-purpose holder or a kitchen organizer, this durable and stylish product is a perfect choice for you. 
It has three sections and can be used to store cutlery, stationary and several other household items. Built to last for a long time, 
it has a triangle design with a sturdy base and is an ideal product for regular use.

FABIO MULTIPURPOSE HOLDER 
SIZE: 176x157x147 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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POLYSET

PLANTER
This hanging planter is suitable for real plants as well as artificial plants. It comes with a hook on the back, for hanging. It is made 
out of strong and durable plastic which makes it suitable for creative gardening, hanging on windows or walls, gardens, and 
fences, and can be used as indoor home decor. It comes in five attractive colours to choose from, as per your need.

LOTUS PLANTER BIG

LOTUS PLANTER SMALL

SIZE: 340x253x260 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 230x195x280 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Non-Toxic Easy To 
Clean

Light Weight Stackable
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AMBER DRAWER
This lightweight, space-saving set of drawers is perfect for keeping articles of clothing, accessories, and other items neatly 
organized and at your fingertips. The high quality & attractive colorful drawer system helps with organizing products and saving 
space in your house. It allows for easy access to essentials and the storage organizer works well in dorm rooms, kid’s rooms, 
bedrooms, living rooms etc. These drawers are built with high quality materials and are extremely durable and scratch resistant. 

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean

AMBER 5

AMBER 4

AMBER 3

SIZE: 310x390x990 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 310x390x810 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 310x390x618 mm
MATERIAL: PP

AMBER DRAWER
3 Tier

Multipurpose
Compact
Durable
Easy to Clean
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POLYSET

MAX 4

MAX 3

SIZE: 310x390x810 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SIZE: 310x390x618 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MAX DRAWER
This lightweight, space-saving set of drawers is perfect for keeping articles of clothing, accessories, and other items neatly 
organized and at your fingertips. The high quality & attractive colorful drawer system helps with organizing products and saving 
space in your house. It allows for easy access to essentials and the storage organizer works well in dorm rooms, kid’s rooms, 
bedrooms, living rooms etc. These drawers are built with high quality materials and are extremely durable and scratch resistant. 

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean

MAX 5
SIZE: 310x390x990 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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SUMO TROLLEY 3
SIZE: 482x322x650 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SUMO TROLLEY
This durable product is a multi-utility trolley with wheels that is ideal for kitchen and commercial use. It comes with an easy to 
assemble design and can be completely knocked down. This trolley is a perfect choice if you have limited space in your home 
or office and require a utility product for more storage. It is also easy to clean and maintain and comes in an attractive gift 
packaging.

DurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean

SUMO TROLLEY 4
SIZE: 482x322x870 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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ESSENTIAL TROLLEY RECTANGULAR
SIZE: 390x250x745 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ESSENTIAL TROLLEY
Stylish and built to last, this storage rack with detachable shelves is an ideal multi-functional product that can be used as home 
organisers as well as for commercial use. This three-tier multi-utility trolley is compact and easy to move around. For easy 
cleaning, it can be completely knocked down and is also easy to assemble and can be put together in minutes. This trolley comes 
in an attractive gift packaging and is scratch-resistant.

Food GradeNon-ToxicDurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean

ESSENTIAL TROLLEY TRIANGLE
SIZE: 360x245x745 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ESSENTIAL TROLLEY ROUND
SIZE: 350x350x750 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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GLAMOUR TROLLEY 3 TIER
SIZE: 360X298X510 mm
MATERIAL: PP

GLAMOUR TROLLEY
This multi-utility trolley  is ideal for kitchen use and can also be used for commercial purposes.  Available in a complete knockdown 
and easy to assemble design, this heavy-duty trolley rack is strong & durable and lightweight to move around. Delivered in 
attractive box packaging, this multipurpose rack is also easy to clean and maintain, ensuring long-lasting use.

Food GradeNon-ToxicDurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean
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MAGNUM TROLLEY
This heavy duty, multi-utility stylish trolley is ideal for home, office and kitchen use and can also be used for commercial 
purposes. Available in a complete knockdown and easy to assemble design, this heavy-duty trolley rack is strong and durable 
and lightweight. This multipurpose rack is easy to clean and maintain, ensuring long-lasting use. This trolley is a perfect choice 
if you have limited space in your home or office and require a utility product for more storage.

MAGNUM TROLLEY 3 TIER
SIZE: 530x295x510 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Food GradeNon-ToxicDurableCompact Light Weight Easy To 
Clean

MAGNUM TROLLEY 4 TIER
SIZE: 530x295x725 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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BENTO
Steel inner insulated bottle, come with temperature control feature that helps maintain the temperature of hot and cold liquids 
for a prolonged period. The tight seal ensures that it is 100% leak-proof. Featuring a mouth that’s specially designed to enable 
drip-free sipping as well as wide enough for ice-cubes, for those who like their drinks extra-chilled. You can carry this portable 
water bottle while hiking, biking and shopping or leave it at the office.

Double Walled
PU Insulated

Hot & ColdStainless Steel
Inner

Leak Proof

100%
Stainless 

Steel

Flip Top Cap

BENTO [800 ml]

BENTO [800 ml]

SIZE: 81x81x300 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

SIZE: 81x81x300 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED
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SCOTT
This contemporary designed water bottle has a wide body and a tapered mouth with the flip-top lid. It comes with a temperature 
retention feature that keeps liquid hot and cold for an extended time. It's inner steel body ensures that the outer surface 
remains sweat and condensation free while the tight-seal cap ensures that the bottle is 100% leak-proof. This water bottle is 
also freezer-safe and best suited for home, school and office use.

SCOTT [800 ml]
SIZE: 73x73x263 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

Stainless Steel
Inner

Leak Proof Double Walled
PU Insulated

Hot & Cold

100%
Stainless 

Steel

Flip Top Cap
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ROCK
Crafted from premium quality material, this water bottle has an inner steel body while the outside body is sturdy with a smooth 
finish. The beautiful ridge pattern on the body offers you a firm grip, and the flip-top cap ensures ease-of-use. This water bottle 
is 100% leak-proof and freezer-safe making it the best choice for office, school and home use. It also keeps the liquid hot & cold 
for a long time and ensures that the surface remains sweat and condensation free. 

ROCK [800 ml]
SIZE: 80x80x270 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

Double Walled
PU Insulated

Hot & ColdLeak Proof Flip Top CapStainless Steel
Inner

100%
Stainless 

Steel
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FREEZO

FREEZO [800 ml]
SIZE: 84x84x291 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

If you are a looking for a budget-friendly water bottle with a temperature retention feature, then this is an ideal choice. Featuring 
a smart design, this bottle can maintain the temperature of hot and cold liquids for longer hours. It is freezer-safe and 100% 
leak-proof, making it convenient to carry around. The inner body of this bottle is made from steel and the outer surface is 
condensation and sweat-free. This bottle is suitable for home, school and office and comes with a flip-top cap, which facilitates 
easy drinking.

Stainless Steel
Inner

Leak Proof Double Walled
PU Insulated

Hot & Cold

100%
Stainless 

Steel

Flip Top Cap
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OXFORD
Suitable for office, school and home use, this durable water bottle is 100% leak-proof, which makes it travel-friendly. Along 
with condensation resistant and sweat-free surface, it provides you with the temperature control feature that maintains the 
temperature of hot and cold liquids for longer hours. Its comes with steel inner body and a flip-top cap that makes drinking 
water a hassle-free task. This water bottle is also freezer-safe and easy to clean & wash.

OXFORD [800 ml]
SIZE: 73x73x264 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

Stainless Steel
Inner

Leak Proof Double Walled
PU Insulated

Hot & Cold

100%
Stainless 

Steel

Flip Top Cap
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SMARTY
If you are a looking for a budget-friendly water bottle with temperature retention feature, then this is an ideal choice. Featuring 
a smart design, this bottle can maintain the temperature of hot and cold liquids for longer hours. It is freezer-safe and 100% 
leak-proof, making it convenient to carry around. The inner body of this bottle is made from PP which helps keep the outer 
surface condensation and sweat-free. This bottle is suitable for home, school and office and comes with a flip-top cap, which 
facilitates easy drinking.

SMARTY [800 ml]
SIZE: 84x84x291 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

Flip Top CapDouble Walled
PU Insulated

Leak Proof Freezer Safe Hot & Cold
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VOGUE
This chic and classy water bottle is suitable for storing hot and cold liquids as it comes with an inner PP body and has temperature 
retention capability. This bottle is a good choice for home, school and office use, so it can be used by kids as well as adults. It is 
also 100% leak-proof and freezer-safe and keeps the outer surface condensation and sweat-free.

VOGUE [800 ml]

VOGUE [600 ml]

SIZE: 73x73x298 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

SIZE: 73x73x254 mm
FEATURE: PU INSULATED

Leak Proof Double Walled
PU Insulated

Freezer Safe Hot & Cold Screw Open
Cap
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PRONTO
A stylish water bottle that is crafted from high-quality reusable plastic material, this bottle is compact and lightweight, making 
it easy to use and carry. Featuring a flip-top cap, it is easy to drink from. It is 100% leak-proof and BPA-free, making it ideal for 
everyday use. Moreover, it is freezer-safe and fits-well in the fridge and is simple to wash & clean, as it is also dishwasher safe.

SIZE: 83x71x280 mm
MATERIAL: PP

PRONTO [1000 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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VENICE
Keep water clean and uncontaminated for a long time with this high-quality bottle made from polypropylene plastic (PP). It 
comes with a BPA free tag and is available in many vibrant colours. It features a flip-top lid that makes opening the bottle and 
sipping water easy. This liquid-tight bottle is also leak-proof and can be easily stored in the fridge.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap

VENICE [900 ml]
SIZE: 80x80x277 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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JAZZ
If you are looking for a sleek and lightweight water bottle with a flip-top cover, Jazz is just what you need. Build from high-
quality reusable plastic, this water bottle is BPA-free, which makes it safe for kids and adults alike. It is 100% leak-proof, and its 
curve shape offers an easy grip. This water bottle has a translucent body, and it can be kept in the fridge and is freezer-safe and 
its compact size makes it well-suited to carry around.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap

JAZZ [1000 ml]
SIZE: 90x90x279 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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OCEAN
Keep water clean and uncontaminated for a long time with this high-quality bottle made from polypropylene plastic (PP). It 
comes with a BPA free tag and is available in many vibrant colours. It features a flip-top lid that makes opening the bottle and 
sipping water easy. This liquid-tight bottle is also leak-proof and can be easily stored in the fridge.

SIZE: 80.5x80.5x282 mm
MATERIAL: PP

OCEAN [1000 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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MERCURY
This water bottle is not only 100% leak-proof, but it is also freezer and dishwasher safe. It is made from high-quality reusable 
plastic material, which makes it environment-friendly. It features a sleek and contemporary design that looks amazing, while its 
flip-top spout makes it easy to pour and drink water. Its compact size also ensures that it can fit into the refrigerator with ease.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap

MERCURY [1000 ml]
SIZE: 92x92x280 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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TUFF
A stylish water bottle that is crafted from high-quality reusable plastic material, this bottle is compact and lightweight, making 
it easy to use and carry. Featuring a flip-top cap, it is easy to drink from. It is 100% leak-proof and BPA-free, making it ideal for 
everyday use. Moreover, it is freezer-safe and fits-well in the fridge and is simple to wash & clean, as it is also dishwasher safe.

SIZE: 87x87x278 mm
MATERIAL: PP

TUFF [1000 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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PIXEL
Built with PET and odour-free material, this water bottle is extremely durable as well as leak-proof. It comes in many different 
colours and features a flip top lid for easy sipping. This bottle can only store cold water, and it’s BPA free tag ensures that it is 
safe to use for everyday purposes.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap

PIXEL [750 ml]
SIZE: 71x71x240 mm
MATERIAL: PET
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HEXA
Built with PET and odour-free material, this water bottle is extremely durable as well as leak-proof. It comes with Honeycomb 
design and features a narrow mouth for easy sipping. This bottle can only store cold water, and it’s BPA free tag ensures that it 
is safe to use for everyday purposes.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe

HEXA [1000 ml]
SIZE: 83x83x298 mm
MATERIAL: PET

Screw Open 
Cap
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SPRITE
Built with PET and odour-free material, this water bottle is extremely durable as well as leak-proof. It comes in four different 
colours and features a narrow mouth for easy sipping. This bottle can only store cold water, and it’s BPA free tag ensures that it 
is safe to use for everyday purposes.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe

SIZE: 83x83x298 mm
MATERIAL: PET

SPRITE [1000 ml]

Screw Open 
Cap
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FLAME
An ideal solution for storing beverages, this plastic water bottle is ergonomically-designed and built from odour-free PET/PP 
material. There are three different colours that you can choose from, and its flip top cap makes sipping water easy while the 
watertight cap makes it leak-proof. This water bottle is a good choice for those looking for a completely BPA free bottle.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe

FLAME [1000 ml]
SIZE: 87x87x279 mm
MATERIAL: PET

Flip Top Cap
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CAIRO
Designed for portability, this water bottle is made from high-quality reusable plastic and is BPA-free. It is well-suited for school 
kids as well as office-goers. It comes with an easy to open screw cap, which makes drinking and pouring water simpler. Plus, it is 
freezer-safe, so you can easily store it in the refrigerator. Also, this sleek and lightweight water bottle is 100% leak-proof.

Screw Open 
Cap

CAIRO [750 ml]
SIZE: 77x77x248 mm
MATERIAL: PET

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe
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ZEN
Featuring a flip-top lid, this water bottle is translucent & sturdy and made from PET plastic and odour-free materials. It is 
available in six different colours and is attractively designed. Its narrow mouth makes sipping water easy while the watertight 
cap makes it leak-proof. This water bottle is a good choice to store cold water, and its compact size makes it well-suited to carry 
around.

ZEN [900 ml]
SIZE: 77x77x257 mm
MATERIAL: PET

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe One-Touch
Cap
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CROSS-FIT
Searching for a BPA free water bottle? Check out this high-quality and contemporary designed plastic water bottle that features 
great body graphics. It is made from PET, odour-free material and is available in three striking colours. Its narrow mouth makes 
it easy for pouring and sipping water, while its tight-sealed cap prevents any form of leakage. This bottle can easily fit into any 
bag.

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe

CROSS-FIT [750 ml]

CROSS-FIT [750 ml]

SIZE: 72x72x248mm
MATERIAL: PET

SIZE: 72x72x248mm
MATERIAL: PET

Flip Top Cap
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Screw Open 
Cap

WAVE
Built with PET and odour-free material, this water bottle is extremely durable as well as leak-proof. It comes in three different 
colours and features a narrow mouth for easy sipping. This bottle can only store cold water, and it’s BPA free tag ensures that it 
is safe to use for everyday purposes.

SIZE: 83x83x292 mm
MATERIAL: PET

WAVE [1000 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe
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OCTANE
Keep water clean and uncontaminated for a long time with this high-quality bottle. It comes with a BPA free tag and is available 
in three vibrant colours. It features a flip-top lid that makes opening the bottle and sipping water easy. This liquid-tight bottle is 
also leak-proof and can be easily stored in the fridge.

SIZE: 81x81x268 mm
MATERIAL: PET

OCTANE [1000 ml]

Leak Proof BPA Free Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Screw Open 
Cap

BREEZA
Available in three classy colours, this water bottle is made from PET and odour-free material, thus ensuring it is 100% BPA free. 
It is suitable for cold water, and being lightweight, it is easy to carry and store. Unlike other plastic bottles, this product also 
keeps water fresh for a longer duration. It features attractive body graphics, and its narrow mouth makes sipping water easier 
without spilling.

SIZE: 84x84x273 mm
MATERIAL: PET

BREEZA [1000 ml]
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STAR
Designed for portability, this water bottle is made from high-quality reusable plastic and is BPA-free. It is well-suited for school 
kids as well as office-goers. It comes with a flip top cap which makes sipping water easy, while the watertight cap makes it          
leak proof. Plus, it is freezer-safe, so you can easily store it in the refrigerator. Also, this sleek and lightweight water bottle is 
made up of food grade plastic.

SIZE: 76x76x280 mm
MATERIAL: PET

STAR [1000 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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COLA
Featuring a flip-top lid, this water bottle is transparent & sturdy and made from PET plastic and odour-free materials. It is 
available in three different colours and is attractively designed. Its narrow mouth makes sipping water easy while the watertight 
cap makes it leak-proof. This water bottle is a good choice to store cold water, and its compact size makes it well-suited to carry 
around.

COLA [1000 ml]
SIZE: 87x87x280 mm
MATERIAL: PET

Screw Open 
Cap

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe
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JUNO
Sporting a sleek and chic design, this water bottle is built from high-grade reusable plastic material and is completely BPA-free. 
It is lightweight and 100% leak-proof, which makes it travel-friendly. It features a flip-top cover that makes drinking water on-
the-go easy. This water bottle is also freezer-safe and fits snugly in the refrigerator, making it a highly versatile product.

SIZE: 73x73x256 mm
MATERIAL: PET

JUNO [800 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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DIAMOND FLIP
Sporting an eye-catching design, this BPA free water bottle makes storing cold and hot beverages easy. Built from odour-free 
material, this water bottle is available in four radiant colours. Its snug design ensures an easy fit in the refrigerator. It features a 
flip-top lid for easy sipping. It also has a secure cap that prevents leakage. Thus, you can carry it around with you wherever you 
go without worrying about spillage.

SIZE: 76x76x284 mm
MATERIAL: PET

DIAMOND [1000 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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MONARCH
Featuring aesthetically appealing colour and finish, this BPA free plastic water bottle is made from odour-free and PET 
material, ensuring a healthier lifestyle. The flip-top lid makes drinking and pouring water easy, and the tight-cap prevents 
leakage. This water bottle is ideal for storing cold water, and it has an attractive pattern which makes it look stylish.

SIZE: 87x87x276 mm
MATERIAL: PET

MONARCH [1200 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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POWER
Built with PET and odour-free material, this water bottle is extremely durable as well as leak-proof. It comes in three different 
colours and features a narrow mouth for easy sipping. This bottle can only store cold water, and it’s BPA free tag ensures that 
it is safe to use for everyday purposes.

SIZE: 77x77x245 mm
MATERIAL: PET

POWER [750 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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HIPPO
Never run out of drinking water with this food-grade BPA free water bottle. While the flip-top lid makes pouring water easy, 
its strong-built makes it durable. This bottle is made from food-grade & odour-free material, which makes it suitable for home/
office use and travel purposes. It is also leak-proof and well-suited for storing cold water.

SIZE: 133x81x270 mm
MATERIAL: PET

HIPPO [2000 ml]

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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CHECKERS
If you are searching for a water jar with a high storing capacity, then this Checkers jar can be an ideal choice. Its body is made 
from high-grade reusable plastic material, and it is lightweight and easy to carry. This liquid-tight jar is 100% leak-proof and also 
BPA-free. It can be stored in the fridge without any hassle. The best part, this bottle features a wide mouth that makes it simple 
to clean, while the flip-top mechanism makes drinking water easy.

CHECKERS [2000 ml]
SIZE: 130x78x266 mm
MATERIAL: PET

BPA FreeLeak Proof Food Grade Freezer Safe Flip Top Cap
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Polyset Plastics Pvt. Ltd.
901 - 906, Cello Triumph, B - Wing, 9th Floor,
I B Patel Road, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400063.
Contact Number: +91 22 6613 8000 
Customer Care Email: ppl@polyset.net
Website: www.polyset.net

Polyset Plastics Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 161, Amalia

Behind Cricket Play Ground, Dabhel,
Nani Daman - 396210.

Customer Care Email: ppl@polyset.net

POLYSET

Innovative Ice Tray Duster Bin

Marvel Basket

Classic Hanger

Magic Mop Bucket

Crush Juicer

Luxe Soap Case


